WORKING TOGETHER: JUSTICE CAN PREVAIL. PEACE IS POSSIBLE.

CONTACT US

202-543-1222
info@cmepe.org
www.cmepe.org

110 Maryland Ave NE
Suite #311
Washington, DC 2002

FOLLOW US

@ChurchesforMEP
@ChurchesforMEP
ChurchesMEPeace
WHO WE ARE

Churches for Middle East Peace (CMEP) is a coalition of 27 national church denominations and organizations in Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, and Evangelical traditions. CMEP began its work in 1984 believing the policy perspectives and Middle East experience of our coalition should be better known and directly influence U.S. foreign policy.

VISION

CMEP works to encourage US policies that actively promote a comprehensive resolution to conflicts in the Middle East with a focus on the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict.

MISSION

CMEP works to mobilize US Christians to embrace a holistic perspective and to be advocates of equality, human rights, security, and justice for Israelis, Palestinians, and all people of the Middle East.

EDUCATE

Learn about history, politics, contemporary life, and holistic peace building in the Middle East from multi-narrative perspectives. Join CMEP for a webinar, local event, or trip to the Holy Land. Delve deeper with CMEP’s political updates, resources, and seasonal devotions.

ELEVATE

Hear from diverse Middle Eastern multi-faith voices sharing visions of hope for the future. CMEP elevates the voices of peace-builders advocating for equality, human rights, security, and justice for all people of the Middle East.

ADVOCATE

CMEP serves to provide opportunities for individuals, groups, churches, and denominations to advocate for just U.S. policies toward the Middle East through raising constituent voices; Hill and government meetings; and Advocacy Summits.